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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we propose two potential reduction algorithms, which we call 
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, for linear programming. Algorithm 1 has parameters /3 
in the potential function and p which determines a step size. Suppose that 0 = n’--rr 
and /? = 0.27~“,~-~ for 0.5 Q w < p < 1. Then Algorithm 1 requires at most O(nPL) 
iterations and 0(n3L) arithmetic operations in total. If we take 0 = & and p = 0.2, 
Algorithm 1 is similar to Ye’s primal form algorithm. Algorithm 2 has a parameter 
0 = nlpv for c E [0.5,1]. It requires at most O(n”L) iterations and 0(n3L) arith- 
metic operations in total. If B = fi, Algorithm 2 is similar to the long step algorithm 
of Anstreicher and Bosch. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following linear programming problem (P) and its dual 
problem (D): 
(P) Minimize c rx 
subject to Ax = b, x&O. 
(D) Maximize bTy 
subject to ATy+z=c, z>O. 
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Here A is an n’ X n matrix, b and y are n’-dimensional vectors, and c, x, and 
z are n-dimensional vectors. We call x a primal interior point if Ax = b and 
x > 0, and (y, z) a dual interior point if ATy + z = c and z > 0. Assume that all 
the data A, b, and c are integral and that there exist a primal interior point x 
and a dual interior point (y,z). 
Since Karmarkar [4] presented a new polynomial time algorithm for linear 
programming, many new algorithms, which are called interior point algo- 
rithms, have been developed. Karmarkar’s algorithm requires at most O(nL) 
iterations, where L denotes the size of the problem (P). In each iteration of 
Karmarkar’s algorithm, we have to solve a linear system of equations. It 
usually requires 0(n3) arithmetic operations to solve the system. Karmarkar 
showed that it is possible to solve the system in O(n’.“) arithmetic operations 
on average by the use of a rank one update technique. So Karmarkar’s 
algorithm requires at most 0(n3.‘L) arithmetic operations in total. Renegar 
[lo] presented an 0(&L)-iteration algorithm which follows a path of cen- 
ters. His algorithm requires O(n3.5L) arithmetic operations in total. Then 
Gonzaga [3] and Vaidya [12] reduce it to O(n3L) by the use of Karmarkar’s 
rank one update technique. Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [6] and Monteiro 
and Adler [9] proposed O(n3L)-operation path following algorithms for a 
primal-dual linear programming problem or a linear complementarity prob- 
lem. 
Ye [13] and Freund [2] presented 0(n3L)-operation algorithms which 
used the following primal-dual potential function introduced by Todd and Ye 
[ll] (in their papers the constant term - n In n is not added): 
+,;;(x,z)=(n+&)ln(xTz)- t ln(x,Z;,)-nlnn. 
i=l 
Their algorithms reduce the potential function by a constant in each iteration. 
If we have an initial interior point at which the value of potential function is 
bounded by 0(&L), we can reduce the potential function to - nGL> 
after 0(&L) iterations. Then we can find an approximate solution which 
satisfies x’zs 2 -R(L) because the potential function is represented as fol- , 
lows: 
+,,(x,z) =&ln(xTz)+ln 
(XTZ/ny 
FI;==,X& 
, 
where the second term of the right hand side is nonnegative. Anstreicher and 
Bosch [l] showed that a safeguarded line search is applicable to the O(n3L>- 
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operation potential reduction algorithms. Kojima, Mizuno, and Yoshise [5] 
proposed a primal-dual scaling version of the potential reduction algorithms. 
Their method requires at most 0(&L) iterations and 0(n3.“L) arithmetic 
operations in total. Mizuno [7, 81 reported another type of 0(&L)-iteration 
algorithms which follow a sequence of points. 
In this paper we use the following potential function: 
$,(x,z)=(n+B)ln(xrz)- 2 ln(rizi)-nlnn. (I) 
i=l 
Suppose that 0 = nlpu. Freund [2] showed that his algorithm achieves the 
minimum iteration number 0(&L) only when u = 0.5. In fact, no 
0(&L)-iteration algorithm using the potential function 4s for u f 0.5 has 
been discovered yet. However, it is possible to construct 0(n3L)-operation 
algorithms even if cr z 0.5. Ye [14] presented an O(nL)-iteration and 
O(n3L)-operation algorithm which use the potential function $e for 8 = 1. 
Suppose that 0.5 < u < p Q 1. In Section 3, we construct an O(nPL)-iteration 
and 0(n3L)-operation algorithm which use the potential function +e for 
8 = nl-cr. In Section 4, we show that even if we take a different step size in 
each iteration of our algorithm, the number of overall arithmetic operations is 
still bounded by O(n”L). We also show that it is easy to adopt a safeguarded 
line search in our algorithm. In the case of 13 = 6, the line search is similar 
to the method of Anstreicher and Bosch [l]. 
All the O(naL)-operation algorithms which we have mentioned above use 
the rank one updates of matrices. In order to evaluate the number of rank 
one updates, we use a result of Karmarkar [4] which is also proved in 
Gonzaga [3]. In Section 2, we give a simple proof of Karmarkar’s result. 
2. A SIMPLE PROOF OF KARMARKAR’S RESULT 
We denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space by R” and the set of 
positive vectors in R” by R:, . We use the symbol ]]xl]i, ((xl], and (Ix&, to 
represent the Z,-norm, la-norm, and I,-norm of the vector x E R”. The next 
result is essentially equivalent to the result of Karmarkar [4] or Gonzaga [3]. 
THEOREM 1. For any sequence {xj E R;, : j = 0, 1, . . , Z} and constant 
6 ~(0,1), we define an approximation (2j~ Ry+ :j = O,l,...,l} of the se- 
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quence in the following way: 
X ,iH: =, ;+I&+1 )..., ?;+I) for j=O,l,..., z-1, 
where 
2,+1= 
’ i 
xi+’ if iEZj 
for Zj= i: 
1 
I,{+’ - @ 
x^! if iEZ’, x^.j 
>a (2) 
1 I 1 
Then we have 
and 
(4) 
where kj = diag(fj) denotes the diagonal matrix whose i th diugonal element 
is 2/, and (I( denotes the cardinality of 1. 
Proof. The inequality (3) is easily deduced from (2). So we only prove 
(4). We define 
dj=((rZJ’(x’-%j)I(, foreach j. 
Then we see 
< c Ix{+‘-fil 
’ i $;’ 
_6 + c Ix:+l-f:l 
i E I’ 1 2; [by(2)1 ieZ' 
= ))Wjl(xj+l -aj) Ill- 61zjI 
=s 11 rz,‘(x j+l -x’) [I1 + d, - 61Zjl. 
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Hence we have 
l-l l-l 
6 c lZjl< c [Ilail(,ifl-xj)lll+dj-dj+l] 
j=o j=O 
l-l 
= c Ilrij’(x’” -xj) )I1 + d,, - dl. 
j=O 
Since do = 0 and d, > 0, we obtain (4). n 
3. AN O(nPL)-ITERATION O(n3L)-OPERATION ALGORITHM 
We use the potential function 4@ for 13 > 0 which is defined by (I). 
Assume that we have a primal interior point x0 and a dual interior point 
(y”,zo) such that 
4,(x0,z0) = O(BL) 
For any linear programming problem, it is possible to create an equivalent 
artificial problem which has such primal and dual interior points. In this 
section, we construct an algorithm which generates sequences (xj : j = 
0, 1,. . . , I} of primal interior points and {(yk, zk): k = 0, 1,. . . , m} of dual 
interior points until 
(XyZI)t < 2-L. (5) 
Assume that we have already computed the j th primal interior point xj, 
its approximation fj satisfying (3), and the k th dual interior point (yk,zk). 
We search for the next primal interior point such that the potential function 
decreases. Since the potential function is nonlinear, we bound it from above 
as follows (see, for example, Ye [13]): 
4,(X,Zk) < 40(xj,zk) +vx4,(x’,zk)T(x-Xj) + 
()x;‘(x-x’) II2 
2(1-)IXJ’(x-x’)/I_) ’ 
(6) 
160 
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n+8 
vx4dx> 2) = -z-X-‘e. 
XTZ (7) 
For a fixed p E (0,0.2], we consider the following problem in order to find a 
primal interior point x at which the right-hand side of (6) decreases: 
Minimize v,~e(x’,zk)T(x-x’) 
subject to A( x - x j) = 0, 
11 ri,; ‘(x- x’) II< p, 
where rZ, = diag(fj). Let x’ be the solution of this problem. It is computed 
as 
x’ = xj - PBj&) 
where 
p = (E-kjA’.(&?AT)-lA$j)%jVr+,(xj,z”). (9) 
Here E denotes the identity matrix. From (7) and (9), we see 
p = 2, 
n+B 
-zk -x;‘e 
(xqTzk 
-BjAT(1U;‘3AT)-‘Aa~v~~B(Xj,Zk), 
Let 
=z 
k (xj)‘zk 
- ,,-AT(Ak;AT) -‘Ak;V&,cxj,zk). (11) 
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Then we have 
p=a.x-1 
n+O 
J J 
-----Xjzf -e 
(d)‘zk 
(12) 
THEOREM 2. Let 6 = 0.1, p E (0,0.2], and 0 E (0, n]. For a primal 
interior point xj, its approximation fj satisfying (3), and a dual interior point 
(yk,zk), we compute y’ by (lo), z’ by (111, p by (121, and x’ by (8). Jkt 
LY = ((pII. If p Q cx, then x’ is a primal interior point and 
4,(xr,zk) - &(x.‘,zk) < -0.2ffp. (13) 
If (Y G O.2min{l, e/&l, then (y’ , zr) is a dual interior point und 
4S(Xj> z’> - 4,( Xj,Zk) < -0.3o’/n. 
Proof. From (3) and 6 = 0.1, we see 
@;‘x,ll Q 1.1 and llkjXj’II Q l/0.9. (14) 
Hence we have 
Since A(x’ - xj) = 0 and x’ > 0 from the inequality above, x’ is a primal 
interior point. By (6) and (151, we see 
c#Q(X’,Zk) - f#J,(xj,zk) q.f#Q(Xj,Zk)T(X’ -xj> + (P/ON 
2( 1 - P/0.9) 
llPl12 
G-P--- 
P2 
IIp(( + 1.8(0.9-0.2) 
If p Q (Y, (13) holds. 
by (8), (g), and P < 0.21 
Q -(cx -0.8@/3. 
‘,lPll T-L--- 
I 
YZJ (rx) 
rZ,(?) 8 + u 1 + Z 
II 
u c 
a- - ,z.x 
_yzl (IX) .yZL(IX) ~ = 
z rzL(rx) ) II II 
a- ,z’x- 
kJ+u Z e+u /I 
_I_x3xu1>‘ (I~-“I-W(~-X) 
,(I - x> 
m 
i II 
IZJ (A a - ,z’x-.-- 
-T z U 
(LT) L II 1 
Z il 
rz,hx) 
+ T_ YZ,(fX) 
a- ,z[x- 
U 
I/ l I +x) e3 
.lu!od ~opa$u! Imp B s! (, z ‘, A) ‘(11) uroq ‘0 < ,z aq a~ ‘I> ~1.1 aau!s 
yzl (rx) 
a- ,z’x---- 
e+u !I 
aas aM ‘(~1) pue (21) WOJ~ -(~/e‘r)u!cuz.o 9 D wqa asoddns 
ONflZIJ4 IINIHS Z9T 
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From the equality above and (16), we have 
II xjz, _ wfzr -e < l.lae2!z n II n+e ’ 
n + 0 (xj)‘zr l.la 
*n-l <T’ 
(18) 
From the second inequality above, we see 
1-l.la/& ~ (xjfz, lfl.la/G 
1+8/n (xj>‘zk ’ 1+-8/n . 
(19) 
By (18) and (191, we see 
~~ (171, (191, and @O), we obtain 
&(xj,z’) - &(xj,zk) 
l.la 
B 
,<e 
i 
1+1.1cu/~ i l-l.l(Y/& i 
1+e/n 
-1 + 
I 
i 
l.lcY 
2 l- 
1- l.la/& i 
e2 - i.iGea (l.lcz)2 
=- + 
n+B 2(1-l.lcu-l.la/~)(1-1.1~/~) 
82 -o.22e2 0.222i92/n 
<- 
2n + 2(1-0.44)(1-0.22) 
(since (Y G 0.2min{l,8/&)) 
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Using the result of Theorem 2, we can construct an algorithm which 
decreases the potential function 4s in each iteration. 
ALC:ORI.NM 1. Let 6 = 0.1, 0 E (0,&l, and p E (0,0.20/&l. Suppose 
that we have a primal interior point x0 and a dual interior point (y”, zO) such 
that 4e(~“,~“) = O(0L). 
Step 1. Let j = 0, k = 0, and 2” = x0. Compute the matrix B,, = (A.%iAr)-‘. 
Step 2. If (xj)rz” < 2-L then stop. 
Step 3. Compute y’, z’, and p by (lo), (111, and (12). Let (Y = ((p((. 
Step 4. If (Y 2 0.20/G then go to step 5; otherwise go to step 6. 
Step 5. Let x.j+’ =x’ which is computed by (8). Compute %.‘+I by (2). 
Update the matrix Bj+l = (Agj+,Ar)-i from Bj. Increase j by 1 
and go to step 2. 
Step 6. Let (y’+‘,zk+‘) = ( y’,z’). Increase k by 1 and go to step 2. 
In step 5, we use the rank one update technique to compute the matrix Bj + ,. 
‘+I Since ?j is different from f,j for each i E I’, the number of updates is (~jl. 
Hence step 5 requires O(]I.‘] 11’ + n) arithmetic operations. We evaluate the 
iteration number and the overall arithmetic operations of Algorithm 1 as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 and m be the numbers of xi’s and (yk, zkYs generated 
in Algorithm 1, respectively. Then we have I= OtfiL/p) and m = 
O(nL. /e). Suppose that 8 = nlPu and p = 0.2n0.“-P for 0.5 f u < p < 1. 
Then Algorithm 1 requires at most O(nPL) iterations and O(n”L) arithmetic 
operations in total. 
&oof. Since ~&x’,z”‘) < - BL ln2 implies (xl)rz”’ < 2-L, Algorithm I 
terminates whenever 
= R(8L). (21) 
If cr G= 0.20/G at step 4, we have (Y > p because p < 0.28/G. Then we 
see from Theorem 2 that 
c#Q(xj+l ,zk) - +,(x’,zk) G -0.04ffp q -o.o4ep/G. 
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If cr < o.ze/& th en CY < 0.2, and we see from Theorem 2 that 
&(Xj,zk+i ) - &(xj,z”) < -0.3e”/n. 
Hence we have 
0.04lep 0.3mez 
&(X+y - &(xO,zO) < - ___ - ___ 
hi 12’ 
(22) 
Therefore (21) holds when 1 = 0(&L//3> and m = O(nL/0). 
Suppose that 8= n’-* and p=0.2n”.“-” for 0.5 <a <p<l. Then 
1= O(nf’L) and m = O(n”L). Hence the iteration number It m is bounded 
by O(nPL). In Algorithm 1, we need 0(n3) arithmetic operations in step 1, 
O(IIjJn” + n) in the jth iteration of step 5, and O(n”> in each iteration of 
other steps. Hence Algorithm 1 requires at most the following number of 
arithmetic operations in total: 
l 
1-I 
0 n3+ C IZj(n2+(Z+m)n2 
j=O 1 
i 
I-1 
=0 n3+n’ C II~T’(“j+‘-xj)JJ,+(Z+m)n’ 
j=O I 
(from Theorem 1) 
= 0( n3 + n”l&p + n(2+p)L) [by (S)] 
= 0( n3L). n 
4. VARIATIONS OF ALGORITHM 1 
In Algorithm 1, we fix the parameter p throughout the algorithm. It is 
possible to construct O(n”L) algorithms even if we change the step size p at 
step 5 in each iteration. More precisely, we have the following result, which 
is proved in the same way as Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that 0 = n1 -(T for 0.5 < u < 1. Et;en if we choose 
any pj E [O.2r1-~,~, 0.2n0.5-“] and compute the next point by 
in the j th iteration of step 5 of Algorithm 1, the algorithm requires at most 
O(nL) iterations and 0(n3L) arithmetic operations in total. 
Now we show another 0(n3L) algorithm in which the step size /3 is not 
restricted to IO.2 n-O.’ 0 2 n”.5-m 1, i.e. the step size is possibly greater than 
0.2n0.5-a. In the algorithm, we determine the value of p such that the 
potential function becomes as small as possible under the condition that the 
number of overall arithmetic operations is bounded by 0(n3L). 
ALGORITHM 2. Change step 5 of Algorithm 1 to the following: 
Step 5’. Compute 
X 
j+1= 
xj-Pjajf&i> 
where pi is the solution of the following problem: 
subject to 
Compute f j+i by (2). Up a d te the matrix Bj+,=(fij+,AT)-l 
from Bj. Increase j by 1 and go to step 2. 
Since the minimization problem in step 5’ has only one variable /3, we can 
solve the problem by a line search. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that e = n1 -U for 0.5 d u < 1. Then Algorithm 2 
requires at most O(n”L) iterations and 0(n3L) arithmetic operations in total. 
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Proof. From the definition of pj in step S’, we have 
&(xj+l ,zk) - &(x’,zk) < -o.o4ep,/~. 
Since p = 0.26/G satisfies the constraint of the problem in step 5’, we also 
have 
+a(xj+i ,zk) - &(xj,zk) Q -0.00882/n. 
In the same way as we had (22), fr om the two inequalities above we have 
me2 
$,(x[,z”) - c#a,(x”,z”) < -0.04B ‘il p. -0.3- 
Gj=O ' n 
(23) 
and 
&(x’,z”) - ~,(x”,z”) < -0.008- -0.3- (24) 
n n ’ 
Hence (21) holds when C$,@, = 0(&L), I = O(nL /0> = O(n”L), 
m = O(n”L). 
Then the number of overall arithmetic operations is bounded by 
i 
l-l 
1 i 
l-l 
0 n3 + C Iljln2 + (I + m)n” = 0 n3 + n2 C &pj + n2+uL 
j=O j=O I 
= O(n3L). 
and 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have proposed two kinds of O(n3L)-operation algo- 
rithms which decrease the potential function 4e defined by (1). If we take 
8 = 6 and p = 0.2, Algorithms 1 and 2 are similar to Ye’s primal form 
algorithm [13] and Anstreicher and Bosch’s algorithm [l], respectively. Hence 
our algorithm generalize them in two ways. One is the generalization of the 
potential function by the parameter 0 on which the search direction also 
depends. Another is the generalization of the step size in primal space by the 
parameter p. 
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